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Letter From the Editor...
Hey There,
It’s me again, the boss of Skidmo’ Daily.
Please do enjoy the most recent edition of our magazine. We put a lot of work into it, and I hope you enjoy
reading it as much as we enjoyed leaving it to the last minute to put together.
Some of your favorites are in here, including the second-ever crossword puzzle. It has a lot of good clues and
answers, but the real fun comes when you complete the puzzle with a friend or loved one. During these politically crazy times, it worth it just to sit back and pour over a nice puzzle to distract you from all your woes. Do
yourself a favor and fill up some tiles.
Valentine’s Day was this past Tuesday. If you didn’t get a card or chocolates, sorry.
You might find that—in stark contradiction to our message from earlier about unwinding with a crossword—a
good weight of our articles are about politics. Again, sorry, it’s just really easy and we had to come up with
something.
We also have horoscopes, restaurant and bar reviews, and other local coverage that you’ll be sure to enjoy.
have a great weekend, submit an article to us if you feel so inclined, and send hate mail to our spam folder.
Much love,
George Lubitz
Editor-in-Chief

Top Stories Of The Week
Circumcision Themed Valentine's Day Lunch Gets Off By Protesters
Guy Chooses Anime over Girlfriend, Says "It's Not Ani-you, It's Anime"
538’s Nate Silver Predicts It’s All Downhill From Here
Inside Look: The Best Cup Of Coffee In Saratoga That Everyone Is Saying Just Tastes O.K.
Tips On How To Keep Promises, See Pg. 3
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Interview with Steve Bannon
by Skidmo’ Daily.

SD: So what’s your concrete definition of an alternative
fact?

Last week, the Skidmo’ Daily’s Tacky Wet sat down with
Chief White House Strategist Steve Bannon. The interview
is transcribed below:

SB: Well, there really is no concrete definition. It’s just
whatever works for me. They’re not fact… and my admin…
President Trump’s administration is the voice for them.
We ran on that platform and won on it.

SD: Mr. Bannon, it’s quite astonishing you agreed to be
interviewed by a satirical college newspaper..
SB: Well you guys get the stories right. That’s the problem
with most journalism… they get it all wrong.
SD: Right, well, we definitely pride ourselves on giving
our readers what some might call alternative facts, which
leads me to my first question; as President Drumpf’s Chief
Strategist, how do you explain the alternative facts many
of his administration spew almost constantly?

SD: Right, right. Mr. Bannon, to pivot off that, under your
definition of what an alternative fact is, using your definition, wouldn’t the sketches President Trump gets so angry
about on Saturday Night Live fall under your definition of
“alternative fact?”
SB: No, no, no… those are facts. Look at the alternative
facts! Donald Trump is qualified for his position, I’m not
the President, and this administration knows who Frederick Douglass is!

SB: Well listen, an alternative fact is just the flip side
to fact. So, you know, for example, it’s a fact that global
warming is progressing at an alarming rate but alternatively, it’s not. Another example is that it’s a fact that I, I
mean The Donald, instituted this travel ban to unfairly
target Muslims and satisfy his voter base but the alternative fact of the matter is that it’s going to cut down on
terrorism big league. Alternative facts are often overlooked and my, The Donald’s rather, administration prizes
shedding light on alternative facts. Your paper understands this—

SD: ….Okay. To change subjects here, in recent days this
paper was made aware of reports that you sold your soul to
the devil much younger than you have previously admitted. In September of last year on CBS’s Meet the Press you
said, and I quote, “I first sold my soul to the devil at the age
of 35 at a meat market in New Orleans.” Mr. Bannon, how
old were you when you sold your soul to the Devil?

SD: So you read this paper regularly?

SB: I think I sold it for around 15 dollars and a first edition
of Mien Kampf.

SB: It’s the only place I’ll get my world news… all these
mainstream media outlets, I’m talking the CNN’s, I’m
talking the MSNBC’s, they all report fact. And that’s why
The Donald was elected, we’re going to drain the swamp
and give the people of America who subscribe to alternative facts a voice that’s heard.

SB: Fourteen.
SD: For how much?

SD: Great, well that’s our time but thank you President
Bannon for agreeing to speak with us and hopefully these
next four years go by quickly.
SB: Thanks.

Not Even Lin-Manuel Miranda Can
Get Into a Theater Party at the
Alpine House
Lin-Manuel Miranda had just completed his last Hamilton
performance and wanted to celebrate with his friends in
Skidmore’s theater department. There was a party going
on at the off-campus “Alpine” house and Miranda figured
he would easily get in given that he’d written and starred
in the best musical of 2016. The thespian was horribly
mistaken. He spent over an hour waiting in line behind
a handful of intimidated but hopeful freshmen. He was
discouraged to see student after student get rejected at the
house’s entrance, but remained optimistic and continued
practicing what he would say to the bouncer: “I took Intro
with Larry.”
Miranda finally made it to the front of the line and said the
password to the 7-foot-tall, trench-coat wearing man. Taken by surprise, the bouncer nodded his head in approval.
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To verify Miranda’s identity, he issued a fingerprint test,
took a blood sample, and made the Broadway star recite
every line from the Rocky Horror Picture Show. Miranda
thought he had met all the standards required to get into
the party when the bouncer started to open the house’s
door. At the brink of Miranda’s success, the bouncer
paused, turned to the actor, and asked “Did In the Heights
win Best Costume Design?” All color drained from Miranda’s face before he tried to cooly respond “Well… it lost by
a hair to South Pacific.” The bouncer slammed the door
shut and told him to “get the fuck out.” Feeling defeated,
Miranda headed back to campus. He climbed back up to
Northwoods and resorted to some junior’s open-invite at
Whitman.

Skidmo’ Horoscope #13… Spooky!
This week’s Horoscope is brought to you by the ghost of
Paul McCartney.

Aquarius:
Another day another dollar! That’s terrible pay.
Pices:
Try to get out there! Put yourself on a boat and
never come back! The world is your oyster, which
is sort of gross.
Aries:
Milk, fruit (fresh), water bottles, shampoo, deodorant (degree motion sense), paper towels, math
textbook, hair ties, latex gloves, pre-paid cell
phone, scale, small Ziploc bags, lock box.
Taurus:
Life is war! You must struggle and fight for everything you want. Go conquer the world. Blood is the
only true payment.
Gemini:
You may feel strange today. You’re finally growing
into your body; things are changing. It’s important
to remember that these feelings are not natural
and there is something very wrong with you. You
should be ashamed.
Cancer:
My condolences to the friends and family of Cancer. They fought a good fight; but in the end, they
never saw the train coming.

With Best Number in Housing Lottery,
Upcoming Senior Looks Forward to Coveted Elevator Suite

Leo:
You didn’t have a valentine, did you? Of course,
you didn’t. You lonely fuck.
Virgo:
The stars are on your side! This week is going to be
the most productive in years. Get out there, conquer the world, face your fears! Good things come
to those who ask, so go ask! Literally nothing bad
can happen to you this week. Half-ass your paper,
BAM you get an A. Try a new food at Dhall, BAM
new favorite food. Stick a fork in a power socket,
WOOSH super powers. Congrats, you can now
control the power of electricity, use your powers
wisely.
Libra:
Everyone deserves freedom! Drugs? Do them!
Murder? Why not!? Live life as a libratarian.
Scorpio:
Be careful. The stars are showing signs of danger.
They’re, like, badly aligned or some shit like that.
Sagittarius:
Okay, you’re basically out of ideas.
Capricorn:
Nothing to report.

By Doug Patrick

This, of course, is the most coveted place to live on campus,
so Brady will undoubtedly feel the jealousy of his peers regarding his perfect location and immense amount of space.

JONSSON TOWER—Brady McDaniels (’18) was blessed
earlier this month, receiving the number one pick in the
housing lottery. Ecstatic, this means he will have complete
agency over where on campus he will live.

But, rather than feud, Brady wants to embrace his “haters,”
saying all would be invited to his “totally sick ragers” on any
day of the week so long as he’s not too busy “drowning in
pussy” that night.

When asked where this would be, Brady said the choice was
obvious. “Where I’ve always wanted to live,” Brady said, “in
the elevator suite on the seventh floor of Jonsson Tower.”

“You know,” Brady concluded our interview saying, “it took
3 years of some pretty horrible numbers, but I think it’s going to all be totally worth it.”
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8 Year Old Attempts To
Bribe Friend With “Mr.
Washington Here”

SkidShop Bookshelf Looking Forward to Having the
Immense Weight Lifted off its Shoulders this Semester

by Max LoSardo

Buried deep in the back of the SkidShop, a singular metal bookshelf seems
to doing its best Achilles impersonation. This semester, the shelf has been
charged with the job of holding up some of Skidmore’s finest overpriced and
used textbooks for this semester’s science classes. Day by day, the books sit on
the shelf like dust, waiting to be purchase, or simply even removed. Seeing as
this bookshelf is the bottom most shelf of the 4 shelves holding Science textbooks, not too many people even notice its presence. Only students looking for
their books for CH378H, PH248Z, BI432H, among other classes, even recognize
that the shelf exists. All of the other shelves see plenty of action each day, as
students come to hand over the entirety of their summer earnings just for the
opportunity to take with them the latest edition of this semester’s science textbooks, which contain over thousands of color illustrated pages about subject
matter that’s so complicated, I don’t even want to attempt to explain. However,
the bottom science shelf sees no action. Like Achilles, the shelf sits there holding up immense weight of its textbooks, always wary of the potential for the
other 3 shelves to break and dump its contents onto bottom shelf. At the end of
each day, bottom shelf sighs, nothing has been removed from its shoulders. The
amount of weight this shelf must hold makes Olympic weightlifters look weak.
Yet, no weight is removed from bottom shelf.
Bottom shelf began to lose faith. Semester after semester, all it wants is to have
the weight lifted off of its shoulders, yet every semester, students prefer to
order their books from fancy sites like Amazon or Chegg, leaving Skidmore’s
finest used books collecting dust. A few times per semester, students will grab
books off of the shelf to inspect, but then, after examining the price tag for the
book, they will place the book back on bottom shelf’s shoulders. This is the
ultimate disappointment.
Maybe bottom shelf is more like Achilles than we think, eternally carrying the
weight of the world. Next time you’re in the SkidShop, help out bottom shelf,
buy a used book (or just use Amazon, it’s usually cheaper.)

Division Street Elementary School,
Saratoga Springs -- Reports claim
that local 8 year old Kenny Powers
attempted to bribe his friend Connor
Owens with a one dollar bill. After
Owens denied Powers’ request to take
his cookie, Powers smoothly pulled
out the one dollar bill he stole off the
kitchen counter out of his lunchbox.
Powers then said “Maybe Mr. Washington here will change your mind”
as he pulled the bill at each end and
slid it across the table. Intrigued, Owens accepted the offer and proceeded
to go the vending machine and purchase two cookies, with each cookies
costing 50 cents. Powers could not be
reached for comment.

ComFest Mistaken For
Communist Fest By Skidmore’s Undergound Left
Wing Association
by Max LoSardo

Local Communist and freshman
who goes by Shadnownight X (legal
name: Jonathan Goldstein) and his
radical left wing cohorts were disappointed to learn that the annual ComFest at Skidmore College was a comedy festival, not a communist festival.
Reports claim that X (Goldstein,) and
his fellow revolutionaries arrived
to the JKB Theater on Friday night
sporting shirts that read “communist party” written under a cartoon
of their icons such as Trotsky, Stalin,
and Mao. The reds were eventually
escorted out by Campus Safety after
their “Viva Fidel!” chants interrupted
The Sketchies performance. X and
his associates soon after announced
they would be transferring to Bard
College, where they believe there is
the low enough morale for a communist revolution.
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by Spencer Klein

Student Condemns Capitalism in Senior
Thesis Before Accepting Private College Degree
In his final semester at Skidmore, Atticus Warner III persevered through his
last 300-level courses required for his Bachelor of Arts in Psychology. After
class on a Tuesday, Atticus drove back to his apartment and worked on the finishing touches of his senior thesis paper, “Eradicating the 1%.” Atticus tirelessly spent a half hour on his 20-page exposition, and then called his mother, CEO
of the Warner Financial Corp, asking that she add funds to his debit card so he
could buy his nightly dinner at Max London’s. Atticus didn’t have money from
a job of his own, as he wisely used his time to focus on schoolwork and do coke
off of the bar at Peabody’s. Waiting for his Lobster Bisque, he reflected on the
evil structure of a capitalistic economy described in his paper. Atticus sipped
his 1865 Chateau Lafite and dreamed about his upcoming graduation, a new
beginning to changing the world.

Burgess’s “Keep Door Closed Due to Weather Sign”
Needs to be More Assertive
by Doug Patrick

BURGESS CAFÉ—With colder temperatures, Burgess Café prefers to keep
their door closed to prevent the winter air from chilling the shop. To help, they
employ a “Keep Door Closed Due to Weather” sign to facilitate this preference.
However, after several years of employment, the sign is still disrespected by
customers and employees alike. Management hopes that it will grow a backbone of sorts and be more assertive, not allowing people to walk right through
it. Of course, though, it may be too late and Burgess’s sign may be doomed to a
life of passivity.

Director of National Intelligence to Skip
Middleman and Deliver Daily Security
Briefings Directly to Moscow
By George Lubitz

WASHINGTON—Understanding that most of the U.S.’s
most sensitive and classified information probably ends
up in the hands of the Kremlin anyway, acting Director of
National Intelligence Mike Dempsey announced Monday
that he would save time and energy for everyone by simply
reporting the highly-crucial information directly to Russia.
The President’s Daily Briefing (PDB), which is systematically presented on the President’s desk every morning at 7:45
will now be placed in the White House fax machine at the
same time and sent to Russia.
“Other changes include a redaction of the header that
typically read ‘For President’s Eyes Only,’ which will be replaced by the Russian ‘Наслаждайся!!,’ or ‘Enjoy!’ Said Director Dempsey.
With all the changes and continued transitions the Trump
Administration has undergone since the inauguration, this
new protocol will certainly be a step towards a smoother-running government. With Russia better able to learn
about the secretive goings-on and unearthed intel by the
United States, Vladimir Putin will now have a more coherent idea of how to dismantle the more integral functions
and operations of the U.S. government.
“This is about a better relationship between the two countries,” continued Dempsey. “By skipping the need for the
President to act as an intermediary for Top Secret information delivered to Russia, he can focus more of his energy
on other pressing matters like refusing to declare a State
of Emergency in California or deporting immigrants who
don’t buy Ivanka’s products.”

Student Who Loses Coat at Mine “Pretty
Confident” She Will Get It Back
By Gill Hurtig

Reports say that after filling up on jello shots and jungle juice at a pregame in the Dayton apartments, Ravinia
Strickland, a Junior, had the exuberant experience of dancing her heart out at Newbury Music Hall—AKA Mine—on
Saturday night. After throwing her black, remarkably indistinct coat down on the floor along with hundreds of others, she was ready to “hashtag rage.” And oh man did she.
Bystanders conclude that after nearly two and a half hours,
Ravinia was ready to catch a cab back to campus and “pass
the fuck out.”
Unfortunately, as she looked around on the floor where she
thought she had carefully thrown her coat, she did not see
it anywhere. Her friends yelled at her that they were getting
a cab, so in a moment of indecisiveness, Ravinia suspended
her search and went back to campus.
That was, again, this past Saturday. It is now Thursday
and Ravinia has yet to be reunited with her jacket. In the
past five days, she has reportedly revisited Newbury Music Hall, posted in her Class of 2018 Facebook page, and in
the Hotwalker Club Facebook page. This has all been to no
avail except for a couple of likes from her closest friends
and one comment from her bffl Jen saying “Come on guys
Ravinia really loves this coat. Let’s try to get it back for her
:)” Despite the recent lull that has risen from these efforts,
Ravinia remains optimistic. “I’m pretty confident I’ll get my
coat back.” She continued, “I’ve had some great memories
in that coat and anybody who’s a nice person should recognize that and give it back to me. I mean coats don’t just
disappear into thin air, right?”
In return to that spirited but naive response, I told her “Yes
Ravinia. Yes, they do.”

Just before press-time Press Secretary Sean Spicer was
reached for comment about the new intelligence procedure, and the security of the fax lines between countries.
He responded: “Everything will be done on a private server,
which is different from what Hillary Clinton used, in that
President Trump won the popular vote if you don’t count
the five million people who voted illegally.”
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ACROSS
1 It's less rich than the one
percent
4 Common ingredients of
macaroni and cheese
9 To use one’s crosshairs
10 ___ Mahal
11 Humanoid punching bag
12 Weak character in a roleplaying game
14 Nike division targeting
skateboarders
15 Emblem of the USMC
16 Gov. Andrew Cuomo is a
graduate
19 1990 law requiring
food products to list dietary
values on packaging
20 To leave one’s mark in spray
paint, say
21 Marijuana strain with a
citrus twist
25 An unwanted intrusion
during a multiplayer
videogame
26 Where Dirty Harry got his
books
28 Like the padded walls of an
insane asylum, say
30 Scale which gauges language
proficiency
31 It’s the thirteenth letter of the
Greek alphabet
32 Advil, e.g.
34 Chili used in many Mexican
dishes
35 South African cricketer
Balaskas
36 Narcs
37 Reason to TGIF, perhaps
38 Disney flick starring Owen
Wilson
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DOWN
1 Explosive device brought on
airplanes
2 A vomitorium on Skidmore’s
campus
3 “Am ___ brother’s keeper?”
5 One of high rnk wearing
15-Across
6 Schmear necessity
7 "Oh joy! I got accepted to
Southern Luzon State
University College of Arts and
Sciences!" in SMS talk
8 Cassette tape successor
13 Township in Bergen county,
New Jersey
17 Film director Ang
18 Common comic book callout
21 British band with hit song
“Supersonic”

22 Snowden’s old stomping grounds
23 Colonel’s chain
24 Where college-age Trump
might've ended up after
getting the shit kicked out of
him
27 Antisocial
29 Like Oreos at carnivals, perhaps?
33 Common “CSI” evidence
34 Often champion of Crest

Melania Trump Does Her Part for
the Women’s March by Walking on
Stair-Climber and Listening to Girl
Power Playlist
By Hannah Kotler

WASHINGTON, D.C. - A couple weeks ago a bunch of
women marched on Washington to protest- well, everything. Having just heard the news about this event, Melania Trump rose from the White House breakfast table and
walked into the exercise room. When asked where she was
going, Melania replied, “None of your goddamn business,
Donald,” and shut the door. While Donald insists, “I have
the best wife, respected by all. She’s just going through
some things. Woman things. Periods and such,” on-site
Skidmo’ reporters weren’t buying it, so they entered the
exercise room to get the full scoop. What they found was
a dressed-down Melania putting in steps on her Stairmaster exercise machine, pop princess playlist bumping in the

background. When asked what she was doing, Melania
replied, “I’m doing it. I’m finally doing it. Marching, here
in Washington, just like the other girls! See, I’m even listening to a strictly lady jams playlist. And look, no makeup! That’s what they want, isn’t it? This is what they call
‘feminism’, right?” Skidmo’ reporters were so baffled by
the events that they quietly shut the door and let Melania
work out in peace. Skidmo’s own, Dan Reese, was the first
to break the silence among the reporters, stating, “Look,
guys, I know she’s happy and everything, but shouldn’t we
break it to her that the Women’s March is about equality,
human rights, compassion, and hating her husband and all
men for that matter? What she’s doing just isn’t right.” Fellow reporter, Jake Green, agreed, but chimed in that they
should probably get some water for Melania because of all
the marching she was doing. However, Melania declined
the beverage, stating that water was for “weak bitches who
don’t know how to fight for their rights.”

Noble Loner Gives Up Sweet D-Hall Table for Greater Good
By Quint Turner

‘Twas the lunch rush of Chicken Finger Friday when
sophomore Daniel Costello found himself an empty table.
But not just any empty table: he managed to get the round
table behind Emily’s Garden. All to himself.
Yet, Daniel knew that all that is gold fades away, as more and
more people packed into dhall. Soon, all the other group tables were picked up. Even the loner tables behind the pasta
bar had couples sitting there, munching on fingers. Daniel
knew what he had to do. He pretended to check his phone
for messages (none), put on his jacket, and moved his pride
and lunch to the blue side of dhall for a decent-but-notgreat loner table in the upper side.
Daniel’s efforts did not go unnoticed by fellow students.
Freshman Jake Arrieta, part of the first-year swarm that

snatched the open table immediately, asked his fellow
freshies to stand and give a moment of silence in remembrance for the sacrifices Costello made for his college.
Long-time Emily’s Garden cook Jared Allen saw the whole
thing and said “they don’t make kids like that every day.
Too often these millennials-“ before we turned our recorder off.
Costello says that he thought it was what any proper Skiddie would do. He went on to say that he only hopes that the
event be remembered as an example for others and does
not want fame nor celebrity for his selfless deed. He is an
inspiration for us all. Godspeed, Daniel. May your next loner table be clean and your music good.

Opinion: I Hate Steve Bannon As Much
As The Next Guy, But He’s Got A Good
Head of Hair
By Max Losardo

Alright, lemme level with you here. Yes, Steven Bannon
is probably the most powerful person in America and is
responsible for all of Trump’s horrible ideas. Yes he has
legitimized the Alt Right by echoing their bigoted views
on Breitbart.com. And yes, he does need to go a dermatologist. But with that being said, that motherfucker has
a great head of hair for a 63-year old man. I mean look at it!
It looks like the kinda hair that looks good when you don’t
put product in it but usually do anyways, ya know. And say
what you want about the dude, but going through the stress
of running the country and not having your hair fall out
and go grey in a week like every other president is pretty
impressive. It has that good little swish onto his forehead
but like stays in place. I try to do that shit and it curls up
and looks terrible. This is what I get for not being a fucking
nationalistic xenophobe. So fuck Steve Bannon but I wish
I had his hair.
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President Glotzbach Dismisses
SkidNews as “Fake News” in
Scathing Tweetstorm.
By Max LoSardo

Saratoga Springs, NY -- President Glotzbach went on a
fuming Twitter rant earlier this evening in which he dismissed The Skidmore News as “Fake News” and referred
to them as “The Failing Skidmore News.” Reports say that
these unexpected tweetstorm was in response to the allegations that Professor Sheldon Solomon is the one calling
the shots in the president’s office, not President Glotzbach
himself.

Skidmore Socialists Denounce Big Green
Scream as “Big Greed Scheme”
By Quint Turner

Last Friday’s Big Green Scream wasn’t all about the big
wins for the basketball teams. The Skidmore Socialist Club
had protestors both outside and inside the school gym with
signs and chants denouncing the special event as promoting the evils of capitalism.
“What ‘green’ do you think people are screaming about
anyways? That’s right, money,” said president of the Socialist Club, Miroslav Satan, when asked for comment.
Basketball chants were hijacked by protestors during
the game. Instead of the usual “de-fense” chant, carefully
placed members from the club in The Stable (that’s the student section of the bleachers for all you non-jocks) started
chanting “mo-ney” while the Thoroughbred women played
defense.
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“To be honest, I’m not sure why [the socialist club members]
spread out to pretend they weren’t connected. There were
only seven people in the Stable the entire women’s game, so
it was really obvious to tell when they began chanting,” said
Skidmore’s #1 (and only) sports fan, Tyson Nash.
One of the planted members held up a sign throughout the
game that said “free throws are anything but” to aid the
protests.
“The weirdest part about all of this is that all sporting
events at Skidmore are free to attend, so I’m not sure why
they bothered. Heck, the organizers even gave out free
t-shirts and a TV! These guys should’ve promoted it,” said
Nash.
In a press release, President Satan admitted that he organized the protests because he “didn’t win the raffle for the
TV” last year and wanted revenge.
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FOOD AND DRINK
by Sarah Colby

Local Nosh
The President's Lunchbox.
815 N Broadway. (518) 580-5000

If you haven't already gotten a chance to try this local
gem, good luck trying to get in now. The waiting list for
a seat at this cozy cafe is expansive (think The Book of
Mormon, twofold), and only the most influential people in
Saratoga can typically get a table. Prior patrons have noted
that attending the fireside chats with President Glotzbach
grease the wheels a bit, however.
This dining experience comes in the form of a restaurant
within in an office, where one must first climb four flights
of stairs in a building inconspicuously labeled "Palamountain." From there, you'll cross the hall and enter through a
door marked "Office of the President." You're greeted by a
receptionist type, who's demeanor is decidedly confused
as you make haste for the President's office. "You can't go
in there!" they'll shout, fully immersing you in this markedly bizarre culinary journey.
According to the instructions provided to those lucky few
who actually do get a reservation, you're required next to
traipse into the President's private office, beeline for his
mini-fridge, and dig around for a plastic lunchbox marked
"The President's Lunch XOXOXO." The menu changes
on a day-to-day basis, depending on the inspirations of
renowned chef Marie. On this most recent outing, the box
contained a Capri Sun cooler, a crust-less rye-bread sand-

wich with speck and German mustard, and a decadent
chocolate custard for desert, served modestly in a plastic
cup with an aluminum lid.
The real treat is opening the box and feasting in front of
the man for whom the eponymous eatery is named. A
dropped-jaw gaze and silent, simmering anger adds an enticingly anxious vibe to the joint as you dig in. Paired best
with a glass of Glenfiddich 21-Year-Old nestled surrepitiously in one of the desk's drawers.
(Entrees: MP)

Pub Crawl
The Coffee Dispenser In The Gym.
815 N. Broadway @ The Williamson

Can you believe there’s a coffee machine in the gym? The
GYM? Yeah, because after a nice long, sweaty workout, the
first thing I want to cool be off is a hot coffee. Fuck a smoothie
or Gatorade. Hell—WATER; I absolutely need that Starbucks.
(Drinks $3)
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